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Initial reference models in local earthquake tomography

E.Kissling,
W.L.Ellsworth,
2D. Eberhart-Phillips,
3andU. Kradolfer
Abstract. The inverseproblemof three-dimensional
(3-D) localearthquaketomographyis
formulatedas a linearapproximation
to a nonlinearfunction.Thusthe solutionsobtainedandthe
reliabilityestimatesdependon the initialreferencemodel.Inappropriate
modelsmayresultin artifacts
of significantamplitude.Here,we advocatetheapplicationof thesameinversionformalismto
determinehypocenters
andone-dimensional
(l-D) velocitymodelparameters,
includingstation
corrections,as the first stepin the 3-D modelingprocess.We call theresultingvelocitymodelthe
minimum 1-D model.For testpurposes,a syntheticdatasetbasedon the velocitystructureof the San
Andreasfault zonein centralCaliforniawasconstructed.
Two setsof 3-D tomographic
P velocity
resultswerecalculatedwith identicaltraveltime dataandidenticalinversionparameters.
One usedan
initial 1-D modelselectedfrom a prioriknowledgeof averagecrustalvelocities,andthe otherusedthe
minimum1-D model.Wherethe datawell resolvethe structure,the 3-D imageobtainedwith the
minimum 1-D modelis muchcloserto the true modelthanthe oneobtainedwith the a priori reference
model.In zonesof poorresolution,thereare fewerartifactsin the 3-D imagebasedon the minimum
1-D model.Althoughmajorcharacteristics
of the 3-D velocitystructureare presentin bothimages,
properinterpretationof theresultsobtainedwith the a priori 1-D modelis seriouslycompromised
by
artifactsthatdistortthe imageandthatgo undetected
by eitherresolutionor covariancediagnostics.
Introduction

calculations by underestimating the uncertainties of the

Seismic tomographyapplied to the solid Earth is a nonlinear process [Pavlis and Booker, 1983]. In general,
solutions are obtained by linearization with respect to a
referenceEarth model [e.g., Aki and Lee, 1976; Nolet, 1978].
The tomographic images resulting from such linearized
inversion are dependenton the initial reference models and
hypocentral locations [Michael, 1988; VanderHilst and
Spakman, 1989; VanderHilst et al., 1991]. This dependence,
in conjunction with ambiguities intrinsic to the inversion of
seismic data, is an issue that has to be addressedin any
applicationof seismictomography[Leesand Shalev, 1992].
Most velocity modelsof the Earth'sinterior are derived by
first establishinga simple smoothmodel that explains some
weighted average of the observations.Subsequently,this
initial model is modified until a sufficient degree of
coincidencebetween the bulk of the observationsand predicted
values is obtained. This procedure is followed in seismic
tomographic studies, with a one-dimensional(l-D) model
usually serving as the initial referencemodel for the threedimensional (3-D) inversion. In many previous studies the
influence

of the initial

reference

1-D model

on the results of

the tomographicinversionhas not been fully appreciated.In
the following we show that an inappropriateinitial reference
model may not only affect the quality of the 3-D image by
introducingartifacts,but it may also influencethe confidence

results.

To overcome these problems, Kissling et al. [1984] and
Kissling [1988] proposeda two-stepprocedureto obtain3-D
tomographicresultswith minimal dependence
on the reference
model: First, the travel time data are jointly invertedto obtain
a 1-D tomographicsolution,togetherwith revisedhypocenter
coordinates

and station corrections.

We call this new model

the "minimum 1-D model" [Kissling, 1988]. Second,the 3-D
tomographicinversionis determinedusingthe minimum1-D
model as the starting model. In this study we present
theoreticalargumentsfor suchan approachand demonstrate
its
importancefor 3-D tomographicresultsfor a simple synthetic
test case mimicking San Andreas Fault structure in central
California.

Coupled Hypocenter Velocity Model
Problem
The arrival time of a seismic wave generated by an
earthquakeis a nonlinear function of the station coordinates
(s), the hypocentralparameters(h, including origin time and
geographiccoordinates),and the velocity field (m).

tobs = f( s,h,m ).

(1)

In general, neither the true hypocentralparametersnor the
velocity field are known. With arrival times and station
l Instituteof Geophysics,
ETH-Hoenggerberg,
Zurich, location being the only measurable quantities, we cannot
Switzerland.
solve (1) directly. To proceed, we have to make an educated
guessof the unknownparameters.Using an a priori velocity
2U.S.Geological
Survey,
Menlo
Park,
California.
3Institute
of Geological
andNuclear
Sciences,
Wellington,model, we trace rays from a trial source location to the
New Zealand.
receivers and calculate theoretical arrival times (tcalc). The
differences
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between

the observed

and the calculated

arrival

time, the residual travel time (tres), can be expanded as
functionsof the differences{A) betweenthe estimatedand the
true hypocentraland velocity parameters.To calculatesuitable
adjustments (corrections) to the hypocentral and model
19,635
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parameters,we need to know the dependenceof the observed
travel times on all parameters. For hypocenter parameters
except the origin time this dependenceis stronglynonlinear
[e.g., Thurber, 1985], and for velocity parametersit is
moderatelynonlinear,even in a 1-D model [Pavlisand Booker,
1983]. Applying a first-order Taylor seriesexpansionto (1),
we obtain a linear relationshipbetweenthe travel time residual

MODELS

Parameterseparationdoesnot, however,reducethe dependency
of the solutions on the reference velocity model or the
referencehypocenters.
Generally, the solutionto (3) is taken as the least squares
solutionthat minimizes a weighted combinationof the squared

and adjustmentsto the hypocentral(Ahk) and velocity (Ami)
parameters:
3f

INITIAL

SAF

A

3f

tres=tobs-tc
alc
=Ek=
1,4&
hk
Ahk+•i=l,n3mi
Ami+e.
(2)
In matrix notation, the coupled hypocentervelocity model
parameterrelation can be written as
t=Hh

t

+Mm

+e

=Ad+e

(3)

vector of travel time residuals;

H

matrix of partial derivativesof travel time with respectto
hypocentral parameters;
h vector of hypocentralparameteradjustments;
M matrix of partial derivativesof travel time with respectto
model parameters;
m vector of model parameteradjustments;
e vector of travel time errors, including contributionsfrom
errors in measuring the observed travel times, errors in
tcalc due to errorsin stationcoordinates,useof the wrong
velocity model and hypocentral coordinates, and errors
causedby the linear approximation;
A matrix of all partial derivatives;
d vector of hypocentraland model parameteradjustments.

B

Neglectingthe effect of (Mm) in equation(3) while locating
the earthquakes,for example, has the potential to introduce
systematic errors into the estimated hypocenter locations
[Thurber, 1992; Eberhart-Phillips and Michael, 1993].
Similarly, neglecting of (Hh) in equation (3) may result in
biased velocity parameters[Michael, 1988; VanderHilst and
$pakman, 1989]. As we demonstratebelow, inclusionof both
hypocenterand model parametersin the estimationprocedure
does not necessarilyguaranteesuccessfulrecovery of either
true distribution.

Unless we have "guessed" the correct hypocentral
coordinates,tomographicimaging with local earthquakedata
demands the updating of both hypocenter and velocity
parameters.We concur with Thurber [1992] that this is most
reliably achievedby solving the coupledhypocenter-velocity Figure 1. Schematic velocity models of the San Andreas
model problem, rather than alternating independent Fault (SAF) in central California. a: Syntheticvelocity model
hypocenter and velocity adjustment steps. To reduce the of SAF usedto calculatesynthetic,yet realisticdatasetsfor the
computationalburden of solving the very large systemof Loma Prieta earthquake series (see text). Different shading
equations(3), Pavlis and Booker [1980] and Spencer and denotes different velocities (values are in kilometers per
Gubbins [1980] independentlyintroducedan algorithm,to seconds).Note the lack of vertical velocity gradientsand the
separateA into the two smaller matrices,one containingthe stronglateral changein velocity. b: Schematic1-D model used
hypocenter location information, and one containing the to approximatethe unknownvelocity structurefor earthquake
modelparameterinformation.The reducedform of A pertaining location and used as the referencemodel for 3-D tomographic
to the velocity modelmay then be solvedseparatelyto obtain inversions. The two reference 1-D models (i.e., the refractionthe samesolutionas if the entire matrix were beinginverted. based and the minimum 1-D model) have identical layer
Kissling [1988] demonstrated the effectiveness of the thicknessesbut different layer velocities. Different shading
parameter separation procedure for local earthquake denotes different velocities. For exact velocity values, see
tomographyin a test with data from Long Valley, California. Figure 3.
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error (eYe) and a measureof the velocity model change, solutionto (3). Not only are the algorithmsfor developing1typically its Euclideannorm (mTm)[Spakmartand Nolet, D models well studied [Crosson, 1976; Ellsworth, 1977;
1988]. Under the assumptionof normallydistributederrorsand Roecker, 1981; Pavlis and Booker, 1983; Kissling, 1988], but
also the smaller dimension of the model space makes it
model perturbations,the least squaresformulation results in
the most likely solution that belongsto the same family of practicalto calculatethe full suite of linear diagnostics.We
solutionsas the initial reference-model.By seekinga solution refer to this optimal 1-D model as the minimum 1-D model.
in the neighbourhoodof the initial referencemodel, defectsin Use of the minimum 1-D model also permitsus to test for the
the reference model may lead to artifacts in the 3-D
significanceof the 3-D model, sincethe ratio of the variance
tomographicimages, particularly when the solution is not reduction for the 3-D model to the residual variance of the 3-D
refined through model updating and iteration. Because the model,properlyadjustedfor degreesof freedomwill follow an
parameter space commonly contains several thousand F distribution. This test only makes sense,however, when the
unknowns, simple iteration schemesmay be incapable of referencemodel is itself the least squaressolutionfor a model
avoiding local minima and thus may not converge to the with fewer degreesof freedom,which will not be the casefor an
global minimum. Furthermore, the size of A and/or the arbitrarily selected starting point.
In the minimum 1-D model, the layer velocities will
application of parameter separationmay make it difficult, if
not impossible,to computethe normal diagnosticsof model approximately equal the average velocity in the 3-D
performance, such as the model and data resolution matrices tomographicsolution within the same depth range. Note that
and model covariancematrix. Thus potentialtrade-offbetween it is not the spatial average of the model. Rather, the
velocities of the 1-D model approachthe averageof the 3-D
hypocentralparametersand velocitiesare difficult to identify.
model elements in each layer weighted by the total ray length
in each element.

Concept of the Minimum 1-D Model
The

chances

for

successful

estimation

of the true model

The determination

using (3) can obviously be improved by selectinga starting
model in the neighborhoodof the true model, one for which
the linearization assumptionholds. The problem is how to
find sucha model. We suggestthat the naturalstartingpoint is
the 1-D velocity model that itself representsthe least squares

30'

The

initial

reference

model

should

of the minimum

1-D model is a trial and

error process that ideally starts with the collection and
selectionof a priori informationaboutthe subsurfacestructure.
Since this processcan lead to ambiguousresults, particularly
when more than one a priori 1-D models have been
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constructedusing similar distributionof sourcesand receivers
as the data set being analyzedfor 3-D structure.
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Figure 2. Seismicity in the Loma Prieta magnitude7.1 earthquake(October 17, 1989) region. Earthquakes
(crosses)that were recordedon the U.S. GeologicalSurvey'spermanentseismicstationnetwork(triangles)and
that provide the basis for the syntheticdata set used in the test (see text) are shown.Nodes of the velocity
model grid are marked by dots. SF, San Andreasfault; CF, Calaverasfault; SL, shoreline(stippled); X,Y,
Cartesiancoordinatesystem;Y10, locationof crosssections(Figure 5).
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established,severalparametersthat control the inversionneed
to be varied and the corresponding
resultsneedto be evaluated.
In the appendix,guidelinesfor the calculationof minimum1-D
models are provided. Note that such procedures do not
guaranteeconvergenceto a best fit solution.Rather, specific
characteristics
of the data set and of the velocity structureneed
to be implementedin the calculationprocess.The resultsalso
depend on the effectivenessof the data selectionprocess
[Kissling, 1988].

amountof controllingand testingof the data [Kissling, 1988;

Eberhart-Phillips, 1990]. While the algorithmof Kissling
[1988] employs a velocity model with constant layer
velocities,the algorithmof Eberhart-Phillips[1990] accounts
for velocity gradients.Fortunately,the resultsobtainedby the
two inversion routines for the same parameters and
assumptionswere almost identical. Consequently,in the

following we only show resultsfrom the inversionroutine of
Eberhart-Phillips [1990]. Since this method includesa 3-D
searchalgorithmfor the ray path, large systematicerrorsin
the recognitionof seismicphasesdue to 3-D structuraleffects
Performance
of a Minimum
1-D Model as
may be excluded.
Initial
Reference
Model
for 3-D Local
On the basis of refraction seismic studies[Mooney and
Earthquake Tomography
Colburn, 1985] and earthquaketravel time data Dietz and
To testthe minimum1-D modelapproach,
we havedesigned Ellsworth [1990] obtaineda 1-D velocity model(a priori 1-D
a difficult target, based upon the structure of the central model) for the Loma Prieta area. Following the procedure
creeping segmentof the San Andreas fault in California. In outlined in the appendix,we calculateda minimum 1-D model
this region, the fault juxtaposestwo distinctcrustalvelocity for syntheticdata with a layeringidenticalwith the a priori 1structures[Walter and Mooney, 1982] and containsa tabular D model (Figure 3). We also constructeda second1-D model
zone of extremely low velocity extendingto seismogenic that adoptedthe a priori velocity values but includedoptimal
just as was donewith the
depths[Healy and Peake, 1975;Feng and McEvilly, 1983]. To stationcorrectionsand hypocenters,
amplify the effectsof the horizontalgradientacrossthe fault, minimum 1-D model.This initial part of the inversionprocess
our syntheticvelocity model has no vertical gradient and thusproducedtwo parallel estimates,one for each 1-D model (a
medium-to-stronghorizontal gradients(Figure l a). Note that priori 1-D modelandminimum1-D model).
The performanceof thesetwo 1-D modelsis very similar,
our minimum 1-D model with horizontallayering(Figure lb)
has an orthogonalbasisto the true model. The suiteof stations achievingrms misfits of 0.08 and 0.07 s, respectively.The
and earthquakesfor the test (Figure 2) corresponds
to the data epicentersof each model are systematicallyrepelledfrom the
of Eberhart-Phillips et al. [1990], which are essentiallythe tabular low velocity zone of the true model, as would be
same as those analyzedby Lees [1990] and by Foxall et al. expected, by an average of 2 km. Focal depths are biased
[1993]. The reader should bear in mind, however, that the towardtoo shallowdepthby 2 km in the a priori 1-D modelbut
synthetic structurebears no resemblanceto the structurein the are unbiased,on average in the minimum 1-D model. This
Loma Prieta region, aside from the averagecrustalvelocity result is not unexpected,since the a priori model projects
velocity model errorsinto depthand origin time, on average.
outsideof the anomalouszone in the syntheticmodel.
Using the syntheticvelocity modelof Figure l a for eachof Origin times are too early by a medianvalue of 0.2 s in both
the 12,000 source-receiver
pairs in the Eberhart-Phillipset al. models, however.
Subsequently,
we performedtwo complete3-D inversions
of
[1990] data set (199 earthquakes),
we calculatedtraveltimesby
solving the eikonal equations with a finite difference the synthetictravel time data set, one with the a priori 1-D
algorithm [Vidale, 1990]. Computationalroundingerrors in model and one with the minimum 1-D model.Exceptfor the 1the travel time calculation,typically +0.01 s, provide the only D model aspect, the control parameters for the two 3-D
noise in the travel time data. This noiselevel corresponds
to inversions were identical. Synthetic quarry blast from 16
surfacesourceswith known coordinates,but unknownorigin
the standarderror of "0 weight" readingsfor the actual U.S.
Geological Survey (USGS) data [Allen, 1982]. In the data times, were also included in the 3-D data set. The two 3-D
creation phase of the experiment, W. L. Elsworth established tomographicimages were calculatedby inverting the travel
the synthetic model, calculated the true travel times, and times in an iterative process(six iterations) without using
computed new hypocentersusing a simplified 1-D model. station corrections. Convergenceto a stable minimum was
These trial hypocenters have mislocation errors of several achieved in both cases, with iteration termination controlled
hundredmetersto a few km. The modellingwas doneby E. by an F test.
The resultsof theseparallel inversions(Figures4 and 5) are
Kissling and D. Eberhart-Phillipswithoutprior knowledgeof
any characteristics
of the syntheticvelocity structure.Thus we tomographicimagesof the same syntheticmodel (Figure la)
have attempted to recreate the actual situation in which the for the sameoriginal local earthquakedataset.The differences
in these3-D results,therefore,may be fully attributedto the
modeler knows only the travel times and stationcoordinates.
With this synthetic data set, routine tomographic use of different startinglayer velocitiesand trial hypocenters.
proceduresfor the inversionof local earthquakedata [Kissling, The resulting velocity models (Figures 4 and 5) reproduce
1988; Eberhart-Phillips, 1990] were performedusing two many of the long- wavelength features of the true model,
similar algorithms based on work by Ellsworth [1977] and particularlyfor the modelnodesat depthsof 3 and7 km. Each
Thurber [1981], respectively. Both tomographicprocedures model also significantly reduces the hypocentral errors.
achieve nonlinear inversion by iterating over linear inversion Median epicentralerrorsare 0.6 and 1.0 km for the minimum
stepswith updatingof hypocenters,velocities,and ray paths. 1-D and a priori 1-D solutions,respectively,while median
The major differences between the two methods are the deptherrorsare 0.2 and -0.6 km, and medianorigintime errors
approachesusedfor forward ray tracing(an approximatelocal are -0.01 and -0.08 s, respectively.
The resolution matrix for the two cases are virtually
2D ray tracer [Thurber and Ellsworth, 1980; Kissling, 1988]
versusan approximate3-D ray tracer[Urn and Thurber, 1987]), identical,suggesting
that thereare no importantdifferencesin
the size of the inverse problem that may be handled,and the sampling between the two ray sets. The standard error
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Figure 3. Velocity-depthfunctionsfor the two 1-D modelsof Loma Prieta,California,usedfor relocationof
earthquakes(constantlayer velocity model shownby solid lines) and as initial referencemodelsfor 3-D
tomographicinversions (velocity-gradientmodels shown by dotted lines). Solid triangles, Dietz and
Ellsworth [1990] 1-D model basedon seismicrefractionand earthquakedata. Open circles, minimum 1-D
modelobtainedby joint inversionof traveltime datafor earthquake
locationandlayervelocities(seetext).
estimatesfor the velocity parametersaverageabout0.08 km/s
for both test cases in areas of good resolution. While the
standard error estimates are equivalent for either initial
reference model, the standarddeviation of the actual velocity
errors is 0.67 km/s for the a priori 1-D model and 0.26 km/s
for the minimum

1-D model.

Overall, the solution obtained with the minimum 1-D model

outperformsthe a priori 1-D model results.A comparisonof
the Figures 4 and 5 reveals a strong dependenceof the
tomographicresultson the initial referencemodel and reveals
the potentialof the minimum 1-D model to reduceartifactsin
the solutionthat distort the 3-D velocity field in theselayers
for the a priori 1-D model. A quantitativeassessment
may be
made by comparing the model and true velocity fields in
regions with acceptablemodel resolution. Using a diagonal
resolution value of 0.25 as the cut-off,

the correlation

coefficient

between the minimum

1-D solution and true model

is 0.88, while for the a priori model it is only 0.54. The
correlationis highly significant for both models (p>0.001).
The performanceof the a priori model for estimatingthe
relative horizontal velocity pattern in each layer is somewhat
more satisfactory(correlation coefficient is 0.76), although
the minimum 1-D model is clearly superior(0.92).

Discussion

and

Conclusions

Solutions
to thelocalearthquake
tomography
arebasedon
iterative refinement of a linearized approximation to a
nonlinear function. Reliability measuresfor the least squares
solution are also dependent on the validity of the
linearization. We have shown here a clear dependenceof the
solution and its diagnosticmeasureson the initial reference
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model. Systematic error in the starting model will not only
influence the 3-D resultsbut will also distort the resultingerror
estimates.

The particular method we have used [Thurber, 1981;
Eberhart-Phillips,
1990] to solve the inverse problem
simultaneouslyupdates the hypocenters,ray paths, and travel
times at each iteration step and terminatesthe iteration only
after perturbationsbecame statistically insignificant.Perhaps
another inversion strategy would succeedin finding a better
minimum when the a priori 1-D model is the startingpoint, but
this

-20

0

A Priori 1 D Model

True Model

must

be demonstrated.

Our

results

thus illustrate

the

potentialambiguityin this specificinverseproblem With real
data, however,we are forced to rely uponother tests,including
sensitivitytestsLees and Shalev [1992], "checkerboard"
tests
Spakman [1991], error and resolutionestimatesKoch [1993],
and smoothing test Sambridge [1990] to select the most
probable results. Cross validation is also highly
recommended,particularly as a means to select the proper
dampingto regularizethe solution[Segalland Du, 1993].
One worrisomeproblemwith both our derivedmodelsis the
appearanceof long-wavelengthartifacts in the lower half of
each model that are just of the type that might be mistakenfor
structure (Figures 4 and 5). Each model contains a highvelocity body immediately to the Southwestof the fault zone
(below the zone in Figure 4 and to its left in Figure 5) that
approximatelycorrespondsto the distributionof the deepest
hypocenters (those that correspond to the main dipping
aftershock zone of the Loma Prieta earthquake [Dietz and
Ellsworth, 1990]). Note that the hypocenters(dots in Figure
5) are slightly out of place due to the velocity pull-up effect of
the high velocity artifact. Because this feature correlateswell
betweenour two estimates,there would be a strongtemptation
to interpretit as a true part of the 3-D velocity field.
It is also somewhattroubling that a similar high velocity
body appearsin the tomographicmodels of the Loma Prieta
region [Eberhart-Phillips et al., 1990; Lees, 1990]. One
commonlink betweenthesestudiesis their useof the routinely
determinedU SGS hypocentersas the initial locations. These
hypocenterswere computedusing the minimum 1-D model of
Dietz and Ellsworth [1990], which make them our ideal

'

recommendation

for the initial

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:i'.."'•.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

reference

model.

We

cannot

say, without further investigation, if the appearance of a
similar high-velocity body in our synthetic example casts
doubt on the reality of this body, but caution is clearly
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
.:•, ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
suggested.
Using a similar data set from Loma Prieta region,Lees and
Shalev [1992] investigatedthe stability of 3-D tomographic
results for the actual Loma Prieta data set. They found that
variousinitial velocity models,different parameterization,and
-20
0
20
40
either linear or nonlinear inversion proceduresall produced
similar 3-D velocity fields. In particular, Lees and Shalev
[1992, p. 1838] conclude,that" at least for this particulardata
Figure 5. Vertical cross sections perpendicular to San set, the initial starting models used routinely for earthquake
AndreasFault at Y=10 (see Figures 2 and 4 for location) of
location [i.e., the Dietz-Ellsworth minimum 1-D model] are
resulting3-D velocity field for syntheticLoma Prietadata (see close enough to the final three-dimensionalnon linear models
text). Coordinatesare parallel (Y axis) and perpendicular(X
such that first-order perturbation theory is sufficient for
axis) to San Andreasfault (for velocity grid, see Figure 2). deriving the primary signal in the data and determining the
Distancesare in kilometers.Dots are hypocenterlocations. geometryof three-dimensionalslownessfield".
In their study, Lees and Shalev [1992] employed the
(top) Resultsbasedon minimum 1-D model (Figure 3, open
circles)as referencemodel.(middle)Resultsbasedon a priori stepwise inversion strategy in which adjustments to the
1-D model (Figure 3, solid squares) as reference model. velocity model are determined without perturbing the
(bottom)True velocity field.
hypocenters.The hypocentersmay be updatedin the revised
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model when the procedureis iterated.As they alwayslinearize lower crust about 4 to 5 km. Estimate layer velocities
around the same hypocenter locations and station corrections accordingto a priori informationor a generalcrustalmodel.In
from the Dietz-Ellsworth
minimum 1-D model in the initial
case of incompleteor inconsistentinformationor, if the area
velocity step and regularize the solution with horizontal under considerationconfines two or more distinctly different
smoothing,it is not surprisingthat their first velocity step tectonic provinces, establish several 1-D models. Choose a
moves them toward a common model, regardlessof the other referencestation with a continuousor nearly continuousrecord
assumptionsbeing tested.Correlationbetweenmodelsderived of events. It must be a reliable station, preferably located
with different starting models may not, however,be a good toward the center of the network and should not show extreme
measure of reliability, as artifacts in our synthetic model site effects. The model(s) and the reference station are called
results(Figures4 and 5) correlatewell betweenmodels.
the a priori 1-D model(s). If severalsignificantlydifferent a
We also note an apparentdifferencebetweenour result of a priori 1-D models are establishedthe following steps 2
strongdependenceon the initial model and thoseof Pavlis and through5 arerepeatedfor each1-D modelseperately.
Booker [1983], who found only a moderateinfluenceof the
starting model on recovery of 1-D velocity models. Their Step 2. Establishing the Geometry and the
resultsagreewell with our experiencein determiningminimum Velocity Intervals of Potential 1-D Model(s)
1-D modelsin many areasaroundthe world [e.g., Kisslinget
Select about 500 of the best events in the data (i.e., those
al., 1984; Kissling, 1988; Kradolfer, 1989; Hauksson and
Jones, 1989; Dietz and Ellsworth, 1990; Eberhart-Phillips, with the most high-qualityP arrivals)that coverthe entirearea
underconsideration.Relocatethem with routineVELEST using
1990; Scott, 1992; Castillo and Ellsworth, 1993]. The
strongerdependenceof the tomographicimagespresentedhere a dampingcoefficient of 0.01 for the hypocentralparameters
on the initial 1-D model suggeststhat the local earthquake and the station delays and 0.1 for the velocity parameters.
tomographyproblem in three dimensionsis lesswell behaved Invert for hypocentersevery iteration and for stationdelays
and velocity parametersevery seconditeration. Repeat this
than its 1-D counterpart. This shouldnot be surprising,as in
procedure
severaltimes with new (updated)velocitiesin the
going from one to three dimensions,we replace an infinitely
reference
1-D
model, with perhapsthe new stationdelays,and
long horizontal averagingkernel with one of finite length.
Use of the least squares solution to the 1-D tomography with new hypocenterlocations.Repeat the procedurealso for
problem with earthquakehypocentersstabilisedin that model reduced number of layers where possible by combining
adjacent layers with similar velocities. Unless clearly
as the point of departurefor 3-D modeling can thereforedo
indicated
by the data, in most casesit is preferableto avoid
nothingbut improvethe chancesfor successful
3-D modeling.
low velocity layers, as they normally introduceinstabilities.
Our experiencesuggests
that shotor blastdatashouldnot be

Appendix:
Minimum

"Recipe" to Calulate a
1-D

Model

The following guidelinesfor the calculationof a minimum
1-D model have been developed through the applicationof
equation(3) in many areasof both simple and complexcrustal
structurearoundthe world [Reasenbergand Ellsworth, 1982;
Kissling and Lahr, 1991; Maurer, 1993]. Theseguidelinesdo
not guarantee convergence to an optimal solution. Rather,
specific characteristicsof the data set, and of the velocity
structure may demand modifications of the procedure. The
results also depend on the effectivenessof the data selection
process[Kissling, 1988].
Most of our modelling has been done with the program
VELEST [Ellsworth, 1977; Roecker, 1981; Kradolfer, 1989].
The programs of Crosson [1976] and Pavlis and Booker
[1980] have also enjoyedconsiderablesuccess
for thispurpose
[Steppe and Crosson, 1978]. Scott [1992] has recently
conducteda thorough investigationof the problem.
Step 1. Establishing

the a Priori

1-D Model(s)

Obtain all available a priori (prior to the one or threedimensional inversion) information regarding the
stratification of the area under study (velocities, layer
thicknesses,etc.). In general, use refraction seismicmodels,
simplified where necessaryto constantvelocity layers. If no
controlled-sourceseismologymodels are available, use phase
correlationsand crossover distances[e.g., Deichmann, 1987]
from well-recorded earthquakes and/or infer the layered
structure from geologic information. Define the media by
several layers of increasingvelocity with depth. Thicknesses
of the layersin the uppercrustshouldbe about2 km and in the

included in the 1-D model inversion. Rather, such data should
be used to set the near-surface velocities, and to test the

performanceof the resultingminimum 1-D model when used
for locating hypocenters.This countrintuitivesuggestionmay
be understood by considering that ray paths with both
endpointsnear the surface sample, on average,a much more
heterogeneous
part of the Earth than do ray pathsfrom events
in the seismogeniccrust.
The goal of this trial and error approach is to establish
reasonablegeometry of the crustal model and corresponding
intervals for the velocity parameters and station delays. In
addition,this approachprovidesvaluableknowledgeaboutthe
quality of the data. Procede to the next step when (1 the
earthquakelocations, station delays, and velocity values do
not vary significantly in subsequentruns; (2 the total RMS
value of all events showsa significantreductionwith respect
to the first routine earthquakelocations;and (3 the calculated
1-D velocity model and the set of station correctionsmake
some geological sense (e.g., stations with negative travel
time residuals should lie in local high-velocity areas with
respectto the referencestation,etc.) and do not violate a priori
information. If all these requirementsare satisfied,the result
may be called the "updated a priori 1-D model with
correspondingstation residuals".
Step 3. Relocation and Final

Selection of Events

Relocate all events using the updateda priori 1-D model
with station residuals with a routine location procedure
(HYPO71 [Lee and Lahr, 1975], HYPOINVERSE [Klein, 1978],
HYPOELLIPSE [Lahr, 1980]) or with VELEST in the singleevent mode (fixing the station and velocity parameters).
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earthquakes,1, A homogeneous
initial model,J. Geophys.Res.,81,
Reselect the best (consider gap, number of observations,
4381-4399, 1976.
distanceto next station) 500 or so eventsthat should be well
distributed over the volume under investigation. If more than Allen, R.V., Automatic phase pickers; their presentuse and future
prospects,
Bull. Seismol.
Soc.Am.,72, S225-S242,1982.
one suchsubsetof about500 eventscan be extracted,proceed
Castillo, D. A., and W.L. Ellsworth, Seismotectonicsof the San Andreas
for each subset separatelywith step4 but try to obtain similar
results.

Step 4. Calculation of Minimum
One

1-D Model for

Subset

In generalterms,repeatstep2 with the updateda priori 1-D
model and stationresidualsand with a dampingof 0.01 for the
hypocentral, 0.1 for the station, and 1.0 for the velocity
parameters.The goal of this stepis to calculatethe 1-D model
(velocity parametersand station residuals)that minimizes the
total estimatedlocation errors for a fixed geometry.Test the
stability of the result by systematicallyand randomly shifting
hypocentersand by underdampingthe velocity parameters.If
you are pleased with the performanceof the solution, fix the
updatedvelocity parametersby overdampingand calculatethe
station residuals. The resulting velocity model with
corresponding station residuals is called "minimum 1-D
model".

Step 5. Calculation of Minimum
Several

1-D Model for

Subsets

If several subsets of 500 events were extracted, test the

dependence
of your minimum 1-D modelon specificdata.Find
the 1-D model and station residuals that will best fit the results

from all subsets,mix data from different subsets,and repeat
step 4. If the results are unsatisfactory,evaluatethe best 1-D
modelby the proceduredescribedin step6.

Step 6. Evaluation
Models

for

Same

of Different

Minimum

1-D

Area

If several significantly different a priori 1-D models were
establishedand steps2 through5 were successfullycompleted
for eachof them, you may baseyour choiceof one minimum1D model on the result of the following performancetest:Select
all travel time data from quarry blasts or shots (i.e., from
sourcesof known location) and relocate these events for the
differentminimum 1-D modelswithoutfixing the depthduring
the location process.If the near-surfacevelocities for several
station locations are known, compare the station residuals
with the differencesbetweenthe averagelayer velocity and the
local velocities. Finally, select the minimum 1-D model that
best resemblesthe a priori information.
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